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and Terry
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WFSC First Day of Sale
for Door County Cherry
Orchard Stamp - The com-

remember. A special thanks to
Brussels’ postmaster Paul
Schmidt.
This was a successful venture for the WFSC which is always on the look-out for outreach programs. Do you have a
community event that might tie
in with a stamp design? If so,
contact the WFSC officers.

Wisconsin’s MILCOPEX
Winners- Another successful

MILCOPEX is over and Wisconsin exhibitors did well. Larry Nix received a gold as well as
the APS Research Award for an
exhibit titled “America’s Public
Libraries and Their Forerunners
1731 - 1937.” A second exhibit
by Nix titled “Library Uses of
Melvil Dewey’s Postal Card”
received a silver in the singleframe category.
The American Topical Association for Best Topical Exhibit
Single Frame went to Judy
Essig who displayed “Chapeaux
Rouge.” The red hat exhibit
also received a vermeil.
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The fourth grade students
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community guests and stamp
of U.S. and foreign stamps as
Exhibitor’s Award of Honor.
collectors. The school’s band
well as an “Introduction to
“A Study of Green Stamps,”
played patriotic music prior to
Stamp Collecting” booklet.
which will be the subject of the
the event. The program opened Their teachers were given colMarch issue of ATFP, by Roored copies of the Wisconsin
land Essig won a silver in the
curriculum worksheets that are multi-frame category as well as
located on the WFSC web site. also receiving the AAPE’s
Considering that planning
Award of Honor.
for this event only started SepJack Green was the recipient
tember 17th and the ceremony
of the American Air Mail Sociewas October 1st, everything fell ty’s Bronze award for “How
into place nicely. Many worked Jules Verne ‘Predicted’ the
with a video message from
behind the scenes to make this
Cheryl Ganz, the chief curator
Flight of Apollo 13.” He also
an event for the community to
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received a bronze in the
Open Competition Single
Frame category.
Congratulations to all of
our Wisconsin winners!

WISCOPEX ExhibitsYou can “get your feet
wet” with exhibiting on the
local/regional level. WISCOPEX 2013 will again be
seeking competitive exhibits
both multi-frame and singleframe. Back by popular demand will be the noncompetitive club exhibits members can submit 4-page
exhibits on any topic with the
goal of introducing your collecting interest to others. Be
watching ATFP for further
details.
Read ATFP online
in color.
www.wfscstamps.org
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CLUBS ARE TRUMP
By Maurice D. Wozniak

P

at Hull, recently named to a position
of archivist for the Green Bay Philatelic Society, has breathed new life into
the position. He has an interest in the club’s
history and has written brief accounts for the
club’s newsletter of early events preserved in
the GBPS files.
For an issue last spring, for example, Hull
related an account of a 1933 meeting of the
society at which a newly elected congressman
spoke to 40 or 50 people about the Landing of
Nicolet stamp (Scott 739 and 755) for the
300th anniversary of the discovery of Green
Bay.
The congressman talked about prominent
early figures in Green Bay history. Then the
local postmaster related his activity on a
steering committee on which he served that
fostered the stamp, which was issued in 1934.
The violet 3¢ commemorative, which
shows a pistol-packing Nicolet meeting a
delegation of Native Americans, is familiar
especially to Wisconsin collectors. The
stamp, Hull continued, “will have new meaning to me…. This is kind of fun!” I’m sure
it’s also fun and informative to club members
who read his accounts of the club’s early
days.
Archives don’t have to be dusty relics.
Using them, as Hull has, can provide a sense
of history and importance to a club.
Program Ideas
Badger Stamp Club, Madison, heard a
presentation on "The New Dealer Experi-

ence" from two new dealers. At another BSC
meeting, the member-participation theme was
philatelic items with the letter "E." President
Charles Shoemaker commented, “ I don't
know if ‘electrifying,’ ‘exotic,’ ‘esoteric,’ etc.
qualify for this, but Ethiopia, errors, Queen
Elizabeth, Egypt, express mail etc. probably
do.”
A show-and-tell presentation at American Topical Association Chapter 5, Milwaukee, covered things that might have a
“summer” theme, such as a vacation, gardening, or a celebration.
The Milwaukee Philatelic Society, heard
stories from the other side of the stamp counter by the lead clerk at the Wauwatosa Post
Office.
What Others Are Doing
American Topical Association Chapter
5, Milwaukee, received a certificate of appreciation for 50 years of service from the national ATA. And two youth members of the
club won first prizes in a British North American Philatelic Society contest.
Noting the death of actor Ernest Borgnine
this summer, Carol Schutta, editor of the
Milwaukee Philatelist, newsletter of the Milwaukee Philatelic Society, provided an account of his involvement in the Circus Parade
in Milwaukee from 1972-2009. “He wore a
crumpled fedora, an oversized checkered coat
and size 16 red, white and blue shoes made
for him by Allen Edmonds shoe factory in
Port Washington,” she wrote. Borgnine’s
wife, Tova, wore tailored “ringmaster” tails
and top hat, and they would toss candy to the
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crowd while laughing and waving. In 2009,
when he was 92, they drew a standing ovation
all along the route.

To support the relocation of an area
animal shelter, Northwoods Philatelic
Society, Iron Mountain, Mich., produced
a souvenir cover with pictorial cancel of
Shelter Pet stamps. Many of the 350 visitors at the shelter’s grand opening were
enthusiastic and “purchased generously,”
bulletin editor Jim Stearns reported.
Information for Clubs Are Trump is
gathered from club newsletters. Please
send them to Maurice D. Wozniak, 1010
Berlin St., Waupaca WI 54981.

COUNTDOWN TO
STAMPSHOW 2013
In
Milwaukee

10 Months

Across the Fence Post is the official publication of the Wisconsin Federation of Stamp Clubs, Inc., a 501(c)3 non-profit organization. WFSC also is a life member of the APS (since 1953). For
more information about WFSC, please visit the website,
www.wfscstamps.org.
ATFP is published monthly September through April, and
every other month May through August (10 issues per year).
News of Wisconsin collectors, club news and other gratis original
philatelic features are welcomed. The editor accepts submissions
in any format, but prefers email if possible. The editor reserves
the right to make editorial changes to submitted copy.
Material appearing in ATFP not carrying an individual copyright notice may be reproduced only by not-for-profit organizations, provided the author(s) and ATFP receive credit or attribution. All materials carrying an individual copyright notice are the
sole property of the author(s).
Unless explicitly stated by an officer in conjunction with
official WFSC business, opinions expressed by the editor or
individual authors are not necessarily endorsed by the WFSC.
Submission deadlines for editorial and advertising materials
are the 1st of the month preceding month of publication (i.e. Jan.
1st for Feb. issue).
Show calendar information and editorial matter and listings,
should be sent to: Aimee Devine, Editor ATFP, 2111 E. Luther
Road, Janesville, WI 53545. Phone: 608-758-1354
(spanishmoss72@sbcglobal.net).
Advertising material and payment should be sent to Dave
Carney, Advertising Manager, ATFP, P.O. Box 55, Kimberly, WI
54136-0055. Phone: 920-687-9077 (dcarney @new.rr.com).
For a complete list of advertising rates and policies (display, classified, and listings), request a copy from the advertising manager.
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READERS RESPOND

Stop Marking Stamps in Pencil
By Ken Seuss

I

f I were creating a stamp collector’s personality profile, I would
include the following question.
When you want to purchase a stamp
for your collection and that stamp has
pencil markings on its back, do you (1)
reject it outright, (2) accept it reluctantly
with thoughts of removing the markings
later, (3) accept it happily because someone else has done the work for you, or
(4) you never look at the back of your
stamps?
Well, there is no correct answer, but
No. 2 most closely reflects my collecting
habits.
I would consider any marking, whether temporary or permanent, to be somewhat damaging to a stamp.
No matter how light a pencil marking
is, there is still a certain amount of pressure used that leaves some indentation
behind, even if all black marks are carefully removed.
I have, nevertheless, accepted a few
lightly marked stamps into my own collection.
Some collectors insist in marking
every one of their stamps. They want to
indicate the catalog number because they
don’t want to have to look it up in the
catalog again.
I’ve seen stamps with five lines of
text on their reverse side: catalog number
and value, watermark number, year of
issue, and a brief description of the subject matter depicted on the front. I consider this to be damage.
If these numbers and information are
important to you, use a glassine or an
album page or an accompanying square
of paper rather than the back of the
stamp. I’ve even seen stamps marked

“new” or “no number.” To me neither
serves any purpose.
I like to buy collections and lots.
With them though, you get to see the bad
habits of some collectors.
For example, why would anyone
write on his stamps with a ballpoint pen?
I consider stamps with such marking
as trash to be deposited along with coffee
grounds and banana peels.
There was an old-time practice in
stamp expertizing to mark the backs of
stamps in permanent ink with a tiny letter
or letters or a symbol identifying the
stamp as authentic and the person who
expertised it.
I’ve heard that this is a subject of interest but I’ve yet to meet the person interested in it. If I had the choice between
an expertizing mark or not, I’d pick the
latter. I recently purchased a collection in
which some of the stamps were marked
on the back with a tiny “A” in the lowerleft corner. These stamps were scattered
throughout the collection. The markings
were probably meant to identify the owner of the collection, in the same way as
you might place your name on the inside
of an album cover.
There are some instances where markings serve a good purpose. For example,
a dealer marked the backs of the 100
United States 24¢ Jenny Inverts in pencil
before the pane was broken up to identify
the position of each stamp in the original
sheet.
Also, as reported in a recent U.S.
Notes column in Linn’s concerning secret
love letters, messages were written on the
backs of stamps. But these instances are
few and far between.
After I have purchased my stamp with

its defacement (if a defacement can be on
the reverse side of a stamp) I want to remove those nasty marks before I mount
the stamp in its proper place for display.
Not any eraser will do. A colored eraser
tends to leave colored smudges behind.
An eraser that is too hard will leave thins
or holes. I prefer to use a Magic Rub
eraser by Sanford. It removes pencil
marks without smudging, and it is soft
enough not to damage the stamp when
used lightly. Not all marks can be removed. There can be problems when the
pencil marks are below old hinge glue, or
sometimes the paper just doesn’t respond
to any erasing. With practice, though,
many pencil marks can be erased, leaving
no visible indication of the stamp ever
having been marked. I’m not a philatelic
authority, nor can I tell anyone how to
collect stamps. This article is only my
opinion and should not be considered the
correct method of stamp collecting.
If you want to mar and disfigure your
stamps, go ahead but also consider the
consequences of your actions.
This article originally appeared in the
November 6, 2006, issue of Linn’s Stamp
News. At that time Ken Seuss had been
collecting stamps for about 30 years. He
is a worldwide collector and member of
ATA Chapter 5. The article generated
many responses from those sympathetic
to the writer as well as those offering a
differing perspective on the value of writing on the backs of stamps. Since that
time, Ken’s view on expert marks have
changed and he understands and appreciates the value added by those notations.
You can share your thoughts with the
ATFP editor via mail or email.

Happy Thanksgiving
from the

WFSC
Are you interested in seeing occasional articles about picture postcards like the one pictured? Are you willing to help in this endeavor?
If so, please contact the editor (information is on page 2).
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FEATURE ARTICLE

Turkey As Our National Bird
By Jane King Fohn
“I wish the Bald Eagle had not been
chosen as the Representative of our Country; he is a Bird of bad moral Character;
like those among Men who live by Sharping and Robbing, he is generally poor, and
often very lousy. The Turkey is a much
more respectable Bird, and with- al a true
original Native of America.”

20 days. The hens slip off to the clearing
each day for more romance with the tom,
and then they blend back into the bush to
guard their nests. Illustrated is a November
26, 1931, Henton, Illinois, pictorial cancellation of a hen.

-Letter to Sarah Bach
(January 26, 1784)

B

enjamin Franklin had valid reasons
why the wild turkey should have
been chosen over the bald eagle as
the American national bird. Experts say
that the turkey is native to North America,
and in its refined strains is the major contribution of the New World (more specifically of Mexico) to the world's domesticated birds.
From the underbrush of the woodlands
to the sagebrush of the plains, the gobble
of the magnificent wild turkey may be
heard at any time of the year, but it is in
the spring that the brush resounds with the
"gobble gobble gobble" of the dominant
males. Each tom is supreme ruler over his
clearing. And it is here with grandiose
breast, head thrust back, his dragging wing
-quills rattling, and tail feathers spreading
in a splendid fan, he struts from left to
right and back again, in a timeless rite to
entice turkey hens into courtship. Philatelically the swaggering tom turkey calls from
a 1984 Wisconsin Wild Turkey stamp.

Pictorial Cancel of a Hen

The delicate downy chicks are able to
run soon after hatching and when just
weeks old can make short flights. The hen
has sole responsibility in caring for the
chicks. The young turkeys remain with
their mother during the following winter,
and then move on with their adult lives.
The 1990 Russian stamp below features
the whole family.

Russian Turkey Family

Wild turkeys are exceedingly large,
long-legged gallinaceous birds. The tom
has blackish-barred iridescent greenishbronze plumage; a naked bluish head with
reddish wattles at the base of the upper
beak, on his chin and throat; a bristly black
beard hanging from his chest; a long reddish-brown or white-tipped tail; and a
rooster-like spur on each leg. The hen is
smaller than the gobbler; less iridescent,
A Wisconsin Wild Turkey Stamp
paler coloration due to whitish-tipped
body feathers; and a thinner and shorter
The hens leave the undergrowth in
beard if any. Adult female wild turkey
search of romance—often 10 or more ladies to a single tom. When it is time to lay weights range up to nine pounds and the
males up to 17½ pounds- the tom’s wingeggs, the females leave the male to find
secluded places in the woods. They scratch span may reach 5¼ feet.
Wild turkeys range over most of the
depressions in the ground and line them
United States. Much of the present distriwith leaves. A white or buff egg marked
with brown or red is laid daily for eight to bution is the result of continued stocking
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both within and outside the original habitat. In its wild state, the turkey is the much
-acclaimed "king of game birds."
In most places the wild turkey habitat
has been severely damaged by clearing
woods, over-browsing livestock, wasteful
hunting, poultry diseases, and interbreeding with domestic strains.
The wild turkey prefers walking or
running—some have been clocked at 15
miles per hour. If danger is imminent, it
sounds a loud “putt-putt!” Then if forced
to fly, the turkey is strong and swift, its tail
is spread, and wings beat quickly at first
then slow after the bird is airborne. It seldom flies for more than a quarter of a
mile; this is an impressive distance for
such a bulky bird, and several short flights
in rapid succession generally exhaust it.
The wild turkey takes flight on the 1991
Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission stamp.

1991 Florida Game & Fresh Water
Fish Commission Stamp

The Southwestern Pueblo Indians had
captive turkeys long before the arrival of
the white man— most large pueblos had
rooms assigned to turkeys. Indian tribes
apparently valued turkeys for their feathers
that were used in ceremonies dedicated to
their deities, and as a regular source of
food. The birds were taken from Mexico
to Spain in 1519. From Spain they spread
rapidly through Europe, and were returned
to North America by the early colonists.
Harry Oberholser's The Bird Life of
Texas describes the difference between the
wild turkey and its domestic counterpart
(most noticeable in males):
“A wild gobbler has an alert eye in a
slender blue head, a streamlined body covered with highly burnished feathers, and
long legs; the domestic bird has a dull eye
sunk into a swollen red head, a flabby
November 2012

FEATURE ARTICLE (Cont’d.)
body clothed in dirty feathers, and dumpy
legs. The former bird runs better than a
race horse through the woods and flies as
lightly as a ruffled grouse; the latter can
scarcely walk about its pen, much less
fly.”
Selective breeding has resulted in
domesticated varieties that are larger and
meatier than their wild relatives. Weights
range from 26 pounds for hens to 60
pounds for toms. The domestic turkey is
captured on the Folly Turkey Farm cover
below.

Folly Turkey Farm Cover

A thorough gleaner, the turkey overlooks few things as it scratches about on
the ground. It consumes pecans, hickory
nuts, beechnuts, acorns, juniper berries,
dogwood, smilax, sumac, and grapes;
seeds of various grasses and grains; and
spiders, snails, grasshoppers, beetles,
flies and caterpillars.
Before sunset, turkeys begin moving
to their roost. Birds prefer leafy trees in
or near water. There is hubbub and exchange of soft “keows” during the time it
takes a flock to get situated. Individuals
start low in the tree and ascend in short,
bursting flights from one branch to another until each bird reaches the inside of a
limb at the wanted height. Turkeys have
roosted in a number of United States
towns as evidenced by this November 26,
1936, cancellation from Turkey, Texas
(formerly known as “Turkey Roost”),

Hand-painted cover cancelled in Turkey, Texas

shown above.
The noble turkey is truly an American
original.
This article originally appeared in the
November-December 1993 issue of The
Texas Philatelist, journal of the Texas
Philatelic Association. Jane King Fohn is
a past president of the Texas Philatelic
Association. Her most recent exhibits
include the 9¢ Alamo stamp and a topical
exhibit of Labrador retrievers.

Talking Turkey
By May Day Taylor

W

hen most of us think
“turkey,” it is usually November. We imagine
we’re enjoying a big feast where the
turkey starts off at center stage. At
least 90 percent of us are eating turkey on our biggest American holiday.
The USDA reports that the annual per
person consumption of turkey is approximately 17 pounds. Clearly that
indicates that turkey is enjoyed
throughout the year. That’s a lot like
my philatelic collecting. I find it is
always a good time to “talk turkey” –
and for more
than
culinary
reasons!
For
example,
did
you know that
there are five
U.S.
turkey
stamps?
The
1955
stamp, at right,
celebrating the
Scott 1064
150th anniversary of the
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts
Page 5

features the self-portrait of Charles
Wilson Peale, “The Artist in His Museum.” In the lower left corner there
is a museum specimen turkey.
The first stamp (below) issued in

Scott 1077

the 1956 series to promote the need
for wildlife conservation has the Wisconsin wild turkey in flight.
A
cooked
turkey
(left),
representing
“Freedom from
Want,”
which
highlighted
FDR’s
Four
Freedoms program is shown
Scott 2840a
on the 1994 stamp
Across the Fence Post

that features Norman Rockwell’s
art.
A
watchful
walking
forest
turkey can be
found on the
2005 Northeast
Deciduous Forest
Scott 3899g
stamp to the right.
The Thanksgiving Parade set of
stamps from 1999 has a giant turkey balloon floating behind the band
(below).

Scott 4420

This excerpt is from an article that originally appeared in The Page and Panel
Journal, Volume 27, Number 4, in 2010.
May Day Taylor, a native of Washington, D.C., is a member of the Council of
Philatelists for the National Postal Museum. She is a topical collector and
award-winning cachetmaker.
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Wisconsin’s Wild Turkey
By MaryAnn Bowman

T

he 3¢ Wild Turkey stamp issued
in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, on
May 5, 1956, was the first of a
series of three stamps to recognize the
importance of wildlife conservation in
America. The stamp was released at the
convention of the Wisconsin Federation
of Stamp Clubs. (The other two stamps,
also issued in 1956 depicted the pronghorn antelope and the king salmon.)
The Wild Turkey stamp features a
single turkey in flight against a sparsely
wooded
background. Issued in
sheets of 50, this
maroon-colored
stamp was reproduced
from
a
Scott 1077
drawing by Robert
Hines, an artist for
the Fish and Wildlife Services and U.S.
Department of the Interior.
Approximately 120 million stamps
were printed and over 292,000 first-day
cancels were applied for this issue.
In this article we will explore a few of
the collectibles made to commemorate
this event.
From the WFSC historical archives
comes the ceremony program illustrated
below. The program is actually a four
page bi-fold but there is printing only on
the title page and the inside (page 3). The
title page had a place for the new stamp
to be affixed and cancelled. The autograph is that of Mr. Robert Fellers, director of the Division of Philately for the
U.S. Post Office Department, who gave
the principal address. The other printed
page contains the program events and
names of
guests. As
was custom at that
time, the
first souvenir album
would be
presented
to
the
president
of the
Ceremony Program Title Page
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United States in absentia. The president
at that time was Dwight Eisenhower.
Although the ArtCraft covers shown
to the right have common cachets, it is
the autographs on the covers that add
interest, value, and historical significance. Depicted are covers signed by
Walter Kohler (Wisconsin governor),
Arthur Summerfield (postmaster general),
L.P. Voight (director, Wisconsin Conservation Department), and Louis Andrew
(Fond du Lac postmaster).
Another item of interest is this banquet souvenir ticket (below) which has
been stamped and cancelled with the first
day of issue.

For many first-day cover collectors,
the cachet is what interests them. FDC
enthusiasts might try to collect as many
different cachets as they can for a particular issue. Such was the case for May Day
Taylor, who provided many more covers
than can be shown here. To see these
and other turkey cover images in color,
visit the WFSC Web site at
www.wfscsstamps.org.

Walter Kohler Cover

Banquet Souvenir Ticket

A cachet (below), recognizing the
25th anniversary of the WFSC, has a dual
cancel. One is the show cancel and the
other is the first-day of issue cancel.

Arthur Summerfield Cover

L.P. Voight Cover
Dual Cancel Cover

One cover looks not to be significant
because it does not have a cachet. If you
look carefully in the upper left
corner, you will see that the cover is from
the postmaster general’s office.
Louis Andrew Cover

Postmaster General Cover

Across the Fence Post

Dyer Colored Cachet
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WISCONSIN CONNECTION

State Turkey Hunting Stamps
By MaryAnn Bowman

Wisconsin in an area roughly bounded
from a line south of Green Bay to Prairie
isconsin has in place a wild
turkey stamp program that an- du Chien. Wild turkeys served as an important food source for Native Americans
nually brings in hundreds of
and early settlers.
thousands of dollars for habitat manageBy 1881, the wild turkey had disapment and restoration projects, education,
peared
from our state due to settlement as
research,
well
as
the increase in farming and logging
equipment purthat
led
to the disappearance of the oak
chases and
forests.
The raising of domestic fowl respecies mansulted
in
the spread of disease to wild turagement prokeys. Another problem: unregulated huntgrams.
Every other ing.
In 1976, Wisconsin’s Department of
year, there is
Natural
Resources made a trade with the
an oppor1996 Wild Turkey Stamp
state
of
Missouri
- we gave them ruffed
tunity for
conservation organizations and other
groups to apply for some of these funds
for work directly benefiting the wild turkey program.
The comeback of the wild turkey is
truly one of Wisconsin’s success stories.
1989-90 Wild Turkey Stamp
Wild turkeys are native to parts of

W

grouse and they gave us wild turkeys.
Twenty-nine turkeys were released in
Vernon County where they thrived and
began to
breed. As
the turkey
population
began to increase, they
were trapped
and moved to
other areas.
Now the
wild turkey
is doing great
and we are
able to hunt
them again. The sign states at the bot-

tom, “The habitat management at this site was funded
in whole or part with turkey stamp dollars.”

Turkey Grove, Wisconsin

T

he limited historical information
available on Turkey Grove, Wisconsin indicates that it was established in what was then southwestern
Dane County in 1849. Some five years
later, the area that included Turkey
Grove became part of southeastern Iowa
County. At this point, the community
was renamed as Moscow. The postmaster in 1854 was Samuel C. Campbell.
The Moscow post office continued to
operate until 1902, at which point its
papers were sent to Hollandale. As of
1968, it was reported that the settlement
had all but disappeared, with only a few

houses and a cemetery extant.
Searches for images of covers from
Turkey Grove obtained no results. Anyone having information is encouraged to
forward it to the editor for use in a future publication.
This 1895 historical
map (far right) shows
the town of Moscow,
Iowa County. The arrow points to the post
office which can be seen
circled on the blown-up
map above.

YES- Youth Exploring Stamps

The Armed Forces Reserve Stamp

T

he Armed Forces Reserve stamp (U.S.
Scott 1067) is a good stamp to represent the
United States of
America. Pictured are men
from each of the
five military
Page 7

branches: the Air Force, the Army, the Coast
Guard, the Marines, and the Navy. Without
these brave people, our country would not be
what it is today.
Throughout the history of the United
States, soldiers have given their all to fight for
freedom. Many have died because they believed so strongly in their country. Even today,
Across the Fence Post

soldiers are sacrificing their lives to protect us
and promote democracy throughout the world.
Veteran’s Day, November 11th, is a good time
to reflect on the dedication of these brave men
and women who fought so hard to protect our
freedom. If you see a vet be sure to thank him
or her!
By Thomas Devine, Age 9
Member of the Janesville Junior Stamp Club
November 2012

WFSC Show Schedule*
*Some dates and details may be subject to change, and there will likely be additional listings.
List your show, bourse, auction or other event here!
Across the Fence Post Ad Rates

November 10, 2012

December 1-2, 2012

OSHKOSH STAMP BOURSE
Oshkosh Philatelic Society
Elk’s Club, 175 Fernau Ave., Oshkosh,
WI 10 a.m. – 4 p.m.

TYPE

FROSTEEPEX ’12
St. Aloysius Gonzaga Hall

A

1435 South 92nd St., West Allis, WI

Full Page

February 10, 2013
JANESVILLE ANNUAL
EXHIBITION AND BOURSE
Janesville Stamp Club
Holiday Inn Express
3100 Wellington Place
Contact: Gary Wentworth
(608)756-1380 wnstamps@aol.com

Other Major
Non-WFSC Shows In or Near
Wisconsin

November 16-18, 2012
CHICAGOPEX ’12
Chicago Philatelic Society
Westin Chicago Northwest Hotel

B

December 8-9, 2012
MSDA Winter Stamp Show

Checks

Midwest Stamp Dealers Association

For

Lindner Conference Center

Ads

610 E. Butterfield Road, Lombard, IL

Thanksgiving Wishes
May your stuffing be tasty
May your turkey plump,
May your potatoes and gravy
Have nary a lump.
May your yams be delicious
And your pies take the prize,
And may your Thanksgiving
dinner
Stay off your thighs!

7 1/4” x

COMMERCIAL

CLUB

RATE

RATE

$42.00

$33.75

$26.25

$21.00

9 1/2”

Contact: Dave Carney (920) 687-9077
dcarney1@new.rr.com

SIZE

Should
Be

Half Page

4 3/4”
C

Large (1/4
page)

4 3/4” x 6”

$20.50

$16.50

D

Medium (1/4
page)

4 3/4” x

$14.75

$11.75

1/8 Page

2 1/4” x

$7.50

$6.00

E

Made
Payable
To
WFSC.

Thank

7 1/4” x

3 3/4”

3 3/4”
F

Econo

2 1/4” X 2 3/4”

$3.75

$3.00

G

Reduced
Business Card

2 1/4” X 1 1/4”

$2.75

$2.25

H

Back Page

7 1/4” X 9 1/2”

$57.75

N/A

You!

-Anonymous

Revised January 2006. Please make checks payable to W.F.S.C.

MEMBERS ONLY FREE CLASSIFIED AD

400 Park Blvd., Itasca, IL

Maximum free ad 25 words twice a year. Must be WFSC member club, member-at-large (MAL), or individual belonging to a WFSC member club. Each abbreviated word counts as one word (MNH = 3 words) (U.S. = 2 words), and twoword cities = 2 words. Include club name, MAL status, or name of club in which
you hold membership: not included in 25-word count. Deadline 1st of month
preceding month of issue. Send to: Dave Carney, Ad Mgr., ATFP, P.O. Box 55,
Kimberly, WI 54136-0055, dcarney@new.rr.com. Make checks out to WFSC.

November 23-24, 2012
SUPEX ’12
Suburban Collector’s Club of Chicago
International Engineers Union Hall
6200 Joliet Road, CountrysideLaGrange, IL

Please use
stamps
whenever
possible on
all your
mail!
1/13

WANTED:

A turkey never
voted for an early
Christmas.

ANY STAMP AND COVER
COLLECTIONS AND ACCUMULATIONS

— Irish Proverb

BILL ROBINSON
Stampbuyer-Wisconsin.com

Free Ad Eligibility (Club/MAL/Membership): _________________________
__________________________________________________________

920-499-6886
1/13

12/12

6/13
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